ANNOUNCEMENTS!
Book of the Month #1: “Visions of the
Universe by Iwasaki, Kazuaki, Isaac Asimov,
Carl Sagan, preface Cosmos Store, Montrose,
CA, 1981, ISBN:0939540010
Book of the Month #2: “"Project Orion: The
True Story of the Atomic Spaceship” by
George Dyson, 2001
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Web Surfin’ Sites to check out :
- http://rko.pereplet.ru
- http://www.pereplet.ru/cgi/rko/index.cgi
- http://www.donaldedavis.com/2001_addons/
imagsmom.html
- http://www.spaceadventures.com/zerog/
index_space.html
- http://www.slinews.com/
- http://www.stsci.edu
- http://www.siggraph.org
- http://www.spacedinoart.com
- http://www.wired.com/news/technology/
0,1282,48155,00.html
- http://www.msss.com/moc_gallery/
m13_m18/full_jpg_non_map/M18/
M1801231.jpg
- http://www.pbs.org/redfiles/moon/
index.htm
- http://nix.nasa.gov
- http://www.noao.edu/image_gallery/html/
im0725.html
- http://www.spacecraftfilms.com/
- http://www.kokogiak.com/300miles/
- http://www.noao.edu/image_gallery/html/
im0667.html
- http://www.noao.edu/image_gallery/html/
im0555.html
- http://www.shatters.net/celestia/
Book of the Month #3: “The Hudson
River School”, by Barnes & Noble,
$12.98, ISBN 0-7607-1711-7, features 25
artists, including Bierstadt, Church, Cole,
Durand, Inness, and Whittredge
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Ring Galaxy by Joe Tucciarone, FIAAA
Collisions, side-swipes and near misses among galaxies are fairly
common in the universe. The rarest of such events, is a face-on,
bulls-eye impact. The impacting galaxy creates a shock wave in the
thin plane of the spiral like a ripple on the surface of a pond into
which a rock has been dropped. The expanding shock wave crashes
through the spiral’s gas clouds, giving birth to great numbers of stars
and temporarily transforming the spiral into a rare ring galaxy.
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Announcements

From the Editor- Hi Gang. Well, after five long years, it is finally time
for me to step down as the editor of the Pulsar. My job is posting me to
Naples, Italy and it won’t be economical for the IAAA to have me continue
as the editor there. So, sadly, I am passing the duties on to another.
Happily, that person is Rick Sternbach, who has edited the Pulsar before.
Rick brings a great enthusiasm and experience to the Pulsar and I’m sure
he’ll take it to an entirely new level. Please give him the support that you’ve
given me for the past five years. As this is my last issue, I decided to go out
with a splash of color. I picked some of my all time favorite astronomical
images to showcase - hope you like them! ;-)
Best wishes to all, and we’ll see you around
the listserver (and maybe in Italy!) Thanks -

Jon!

Did You See It?
On June 10, 2002 an annular solar
eclipse gave people in much of Asia
and North America a dazzling show.
The moon partially obscured the sun
to create an annular, or ring-shaped,
eclipse. More than 97 percent of the
sun was covered in the maximum
shadow zone. An annular eclipse
occurs when the moon is farther from the Earth than during a
total eclipse. When the moon is closer, it appears to be the
same size or larger than the sun, blocking the entire disk.
2 NASA photo.

-- COSMIC --- PIZZA! --

The Galileo spacecraft took the closest ever pictures of Jupiter's moon
Io in a final photo shoot that captured molten lakes and crumbling cliffs on
the most volcanic body in the solar system. The ailing probe took the
photos when skimming to within about 121 miles (181 kilometers) of Io's
south pole in October 2001. After passing through the severe radiation
belts around Io, Galileo’s computer went into safe-mode. The following
shots will likely be the last pictures ever received from the probe before it
plunges into Jupiter’s atmosphere next year.
Tohils Mons
In a shadowy portrait shot soon after
sunrise, the volcanic mountain known
as Tohil Mons juts up to 19,700 feet
above the surface of Io. The surprisingly smooth crater floor and absence
of landslide debris suggests that a lava
flow recently resurfaced the crater, or
that its interior contains a lava lake.
Telegonus
A mountainous mesa known as
Telegonus Mensa displays
considerable erosion in this highresolution image, which resolves
details as small as 140 feet. Evidence
Evidence of landslides abounds along
the cliffs, which NASA scientists
estimate drop in places from 3,300 to
6,600 feet.
Tvashtar
A chain of extremely active volcanic
pits known as Tvashstar Catena has
displayed many moods during Galileo
flybys in recent years. Galileo snapped
this image ten months after Tvashstar
erupted in a giant plume of volcanic gas
that rose 239 miles high.
Zamama
Dark flows and bright patches mark
a region of particularly intense
volcanic activity, near the Zamama
lava flow field in the northern
hemisphere. The light areas are likely
sulfur deposits left by the largest
eruption ever observed on the moon.
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Quasar-B by Don Dixon, FIAAA
A gorgeous image of intense jets of energy bursting from the core of an
active galaxy. Was the cover of the June, 1998 Scientific American.

Titan Cloud Panorama by Mark Garlick
A digital work that shows the ringed planet Saturn peeping above the
clouds of its largest moon – and the second largest moon in the solar
system – Titan.

INSECTOPIA
from Mark Garlick
This was too good to pass up! Here’s an in-the-field report from our very

Sentinel by Gary Tonge
“Between two gigantic waterfalls, a lone structure pierces the sky.
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own “stark roving mad” Mark Garlick from his new home in Thailand:
Yo, ho, ho and a bottle (or three) of Chang beer! We’ve moved into a large
house in the middle of a small village in Changrai in northern Thailand. Two
beds, large lounge, big garden, no aircon, and lots and lots and LOTS of
insects. I tell you, it's slow progress turning the house from something
inhabited by 5 million species of insects, to something inhabited by two
human beings. It's amazing. I never knew there were so many insects in the
world - and most of them think our house is a happening place to hang. They
just infest the place in droves, then decide to die for no immediately obvious
reasons, right on your kitchen floor. Ants, beetles, and flies... but mostly ants.
I found a nest of ants in one of our rooms. A huge pile of sawdust and gravel
on the floor against the wall, brought in by ants to make themselves nice and
cozy, as if it was not just us who had the right to do so there.
And some of these insects are vast. One night while we were on the patio
eating, a huge beetle-type-thing kamikazed into the floor and skated along on
its back trying to turn itself over. It must have been about 6 cm long, then
next door's dog wandered in and promptly gave it a good crunching before
deciding, “bugger that for a game of soldiers, give me some Pedigree Chum,”
and wandering off to leave a half mangled corpse on our patio. Luckily, we
had eaten most of our dinner by this point.
A few weeks ago Delphine and I went off on our moped to a local waterfall.
As we were walking in the forest, a massive branch from a tree fell in front of
us. We walked up to it, laughing and thinking, “hmm that was a close one,
could've landed on our heads.” Then as we got closer we could see it was
covered in huge, red ants, a little smaller than wasps. (cont’d on page 4)
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“Wow, look at these!” “Yeah ain't they huge! Gosh! Oww!!” “What is it?”
“Something just bit me.” We looked down and realized that not only the tree,
but the ground is also swarming with these big red ants - they must have
been flicked off the branch when it fell. Very aggressive little sods. We had
no socks on, only sandals. They had started to climb up our legs and dig
their fangs in. Look up the word ’panic' in the dictionary and they'll be a
picture of me and Delf running for our lives (well, nearly) from these little
buggers, scraping them off our legs. I tell you, it could have been much
worse, apparently these things are lethal if enough of them bite you.
The spiders here are awesome too. I saw a big furry one called, I think, a
wolf spider. It had a 3 cm body and 8 cm legs! Good job it was dead. Even
frogs here are not immune to the larger-than-in-England growth virus. I saw
a huge frog BIGGER than my fist sitting on the ground ... lapping up insects.
The locals here eat insects too. You see them, fried to a crisp, on
markets, alongside bananas and coriander. We even saw some locals
picking bugs up off the road to put in a bottle -- a light snack for later on.
Think I'll stick to khaw pat moo (pork fried rice).
Actually, the insects and stuff have abated now that we have REALLY
moved into the house. The main discomfort now is the heat, humidity and
rain. Coming from the UK where a sunny day is as rare as a grain of sand in
Antarctica, I marveled at the opportunity to live in a country where it was
WARM. But, it's funny. Although I had known that Thailand can be like a
furnace sometimes, this still hadn't really prepared me for the fact that, well,
Thailand can be like a furnace sometimes. It’s always hotter than 90F, but
it's the humidity is the greatest problem. It's like walking through a bath of
warm jelly - sweat flavored. Trust us to live in a house without air
conditioning. Fans are about as helpful as a comb at a Kojak convention.
We are now in the raining season, which lasts several months. So when
it's not too hot to go out, it's too wet to go out instead. I was in town the other
day, in a shopping precinct, basking in the aircon and smiling smugly to
myself that I had outwitted the Sun and the moisture-saturated atmosphere.
When I came out, something was different. It was dark. I checked my
watch, and spacetime coordinates indicated that, on this side of the planet at
this time, the Sun ought still to be up. I surmised that it had given up for the
day – “Sod this shining lark, I'm outta here” - before slipping behind a rather
large and ominously dark cloud. Did I say “dark?” I meant “'black,” as in
DARK black. As in blacker than a black hole silhouetted against the
blackness space and looked at through a black plastic bag. It was dark.
What with the Sun having given up, the clouds had stepped in. “Right,
we'll take it from here, thanks. Okay, let's hit it, boys. Open up.” And they
did. It started to rain. In fact it didn't really start. It's just that one second
there was no rain, and the next nanosecond there was. To say merely that it
was raining would be to miss a perfect opportunity to use the expression
'pissing down'. If it had been any wetter I could have flagged down the
Titanic. If there had been any more water, Kevin Costner could have made
Waterworld II for little more than the cost of one crap scriptwriter's afternoon
and half a dozen cheeseburgers for the 'actors'. And not only was it raining
(how inadequate that sounds) but I was right there, in the thick of it, walking
along with my raincoat on to protect me from the rain, which it was almost
perfectly failing to do. Still, at least I felt cool!

Some Friendly Advice...
Many of us put artwork or posters into the mail systems of the world,
which can be a "bit" harrowing, Malcolm Currie and Lynnette Cook have
some advice on how to protect your works. Malcolm says, "My tip is to put
the tube in a fitting box. You can cut up another cardboard box and tape the
corners. The outer box is merely a shell rather than load bearing. I think
what happens is that a plain tube rolls off surfaces then something heavy
like a motorized cart runs over it or it gets jammed in the machinery. Rolling
tubes are easier get lost too; United mislaid my giant glossy color poster
paper for a technical conference a few years back. There's no
compensation for the embarrassing space."
Lynnette followed that up with, "Malcolm is absolutely right, I have had
wretched luck with mailing tubes. (I think there is a tendency for workers to
throw them). What I do is bubble wrap my picture (usually an 16x 20
painting with a frame) with about 2 inches of extra padding in the corners,
then wrap it in a piece of fake fur that I buy on sale in the summer when my
local Joann's is cleaning out (old blankets cut to size work great, too), then
either masking tape it or secure it with tubule ligature (you used to be able to
get it at Edmonds Scientific) or masking tape. Then I set it in a U-shaped
shell of cardboard cut from a shipping box too battered to use as an outer
shipping container, and then put the whole thing in a slightly larger box after
lining the bottom with foam, wadded paper, or whatever is around.(I get the
boxes from Mailboxes R Us or the equivalent, they are about $7.00 each; I
don't remember the exact dimensions but it's something like 28x33x5). After
the inner "box" is in I stuff plastic shopping bags in all the corners. Some of
my shipping choices are guided by the fact I have to have everything reusable for the person on the other end to repack it, so it can't be too hightech, too heavy or too complicated, and it has to be as cheap as possible
while still getting the job done. I always send it US Mail Priority unless it's
going to St. Louis, because their postal sorter is evil. There I use FedEx.
UPS going through Philly is the antichrist, too--I have had stuff more than
casually broken by them, it looked as though a truck had fallen on the
package. I always insure the packages and I keep the frame receipts with
the shipping receipt--occasionally a frame has separated in shipping and my
local PO will give me cash compensation on the spot if I have a receipt. All
post offices are not created equal, I have lived places where the local clerks
would get tense about oversized boxes. If your local branch seems hostile
look for another one that is more easy going, it also pays to shop around at
the independent shipping outlets--they are pricier but they can often be very
helpful in giving you the info on the best prices and shippers for where you
are shipping, plus they have an infinite supply of bubble wrap."
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ART TIPS
TIP

A few issues ago we talked about the different types of
white paint, Gavin Mundy asked a question on the
listserver about the opposite - black paint - did folks mix their own or use
paint "as-is" from the tube? He got some very interesting replies.
Paul Hoffman said, "I don't mind using the black out of the tube (acrylics),
but I ALWAYS mix my own grays: White toned down with various mixtures
of burnt umber and ultramarine. My moonscapes, which are mostly tones
of gray, are done this way."
Don Davis said something similar, "I would always mix my own, at least
in acrylics. Pthalo blue, burnt umber, a LITTLE black, and variations
thereof. The idea is to give a 'receding' color to the space background
without it being too light. I picked this up from Geoffery Chandler, who
paints huge space canvases."
The ever-colorful Bob Eggleton said, "I actually use very little black by-inlarge. I dislike the total blackness of real space and started opting for a
more science fictional 'blue' space with dark purples and some blacks
mixed with pthalo blue sort of daubed in with a sponge. It adds a greater
deal of depth and looks nicer. Things that are totally black become boring
after awhile. I always liked, in Disney's film THE BLACK HOLE (the film
aside BTW), some of the space backgrounds which were this really nice
rich blue and splashed with stars and dark matter. I find it much more
romantic and inviting, and, if printed it doesn't just soak up ever other color.
I recently did a Murray Leinster book with a couple of spaceships adrift
and in back of them, a blue space nebula. The publisher liked my idea so
much at the sketch stage he said, "Put a huge space monster forming out
of the clouds of gas." I loved this idea so much, that's what I did, with the
creature's claws sort of made of the strands of nebulous dark matter. I
gave it red glaring eyes as well-red suns!! And the sheer delight of using
red against the blue was a zinger.
I do use some solid blacks if only to accentuate in a sort of explosive
way, something like a lone galaxy or a brilliant planetary object that may be
crescent phased so I want a more mysterious feel to it."
And Gary Harwood said, "I generally avoid the use of black right from the
tube in all my oil painting for two reasons. The high oil content means it
takes forever to dry (as opposed to just a long time!) and more seriously for
me, it leads to a 'dead' hole in the picture plane and I find it very difficult to
get clean, unsullied colors. I can get a good approximation of black suitable
for most purposes by mixing Prussian blue and cadmium red perhaps
modified locally to a warm or cool bias depending on what I'm working on.
For example if I wanted to darken yellow and grade it into black while
retaining its warmth I'd do that by using brown, rather than going straight to
black as it were unless I wanted a rather interesting shade of green. If I
have to use 'straight' black in my space pieces it will be in the very final
stages of a given painting -- I remember this caused a little surprise at the
first workshop I attended as it was thought a risky thing to do by my
colleagues, but there we are...."

From the Board:
Election results for the new Board are in. The following
members will be the Board of Trustees for 2002-2004. Thank
you to everyone for volunteering your time to help lead the
IAAA into a more prosperous future. Congrats and best
wishes to all!
1) Dave Hardy
2) B.E. Johnson
3) Dirk Terrell
4) Walter Barrows

5) Don Davis
6) Garry Harwood
7) Paul Hoffman
8) Rick Sternbach

Kudos Korner
- Super Kudos to Ron Miller for his article in Invention &
Technology magazine titled "To Boldly Paint What No Man Has
Painted Before." The title is so appropriate for the article which
is about Chesley Bonestell and how his art "showed America
new worlds-and helped inspire the space program." The cover
has the famous first published in 1948 painting of the atomic
powered rocket on the moon with the earth in half phase in the
sky. It was also published in 1949 thru 1958 in The Conquest
of Space book. Other Bonestell paintings shown is spacecrafts
in earth orbit preparing for the journey to Mars, Saturn as seen
from Titan (the one used on the back dust of Conquest of
Space), On the Rim of the Crater Theophilus, and the "Baby
Space Station" from the Collier's series. It is great to see this
published in a popular magazine. Published quarterly, this
issue is summer 2002, volume 18, number 1
- That mistress of exo-solar planets, Lynnette Cook, had a
graphic on Yahoo News which was then picked up in quite a lot
of places: skyandtelescope.com, astronomy.com, cnn.com,
Washington Post, San Francisco Chronicle, APOD, and others.
Well done Lynnette!
- Don Dixon has three illustrations for an article about probes to
Pluto and the Kuiper Belt in the May "Scientific American"
- Edwin Faughn has a double-page Pluto landscape for the
same piece
- It's not for art, but Dan Durda has an article on National
Geographic for his F-18 flight hunting for "vulcanoids". Check it
out at http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2002/04/
0430_020506_vulcanoids.html
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A visually stunning piece (and my favorite work of space art - J) with a perfectly blended sky, clouds, sunset, and
planet. With all the new planets being discovered in other star systems, this may not be just a fantasy scene. This
piece just screams “centerfold” so I had to show it as large as I could without a staple in the bellybutton!

Cosmic Chasm by Dan Durda

After driving a short distance from their Ganges Chasma landing site on Mars, two explorers stop to inspect a
robotic lander and its small rover. This stop also allows the traverse crew to check out the life support systems of
their rover and spacesuits within walking distance of the base.

Distant Shores by Pat Rawlings, FIAAA
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